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This document will provide parents with the insight to help 
ensure that the Profile Information your child provides and 
Privacy Settings have been established in a way that will assist 
in keeping your child safer on the site. 

While this information can assist in understanding basic issues 
and settings, the most important choices will be the ones that 
your child makes on a day to day basis regarding what 
information to post and who to “friend” (establish a link with). 
Your ongoing active and positive involvement can assist your 
child to make positive choices. 

Facebook is not appropriate for children under the age of 13. 

Market Profiling & Viral Advertising
Promoting the wide sharing of information and connections 
supports Facebook’s financial model. Facebook receives 
revenue from market profilers, advertisers, and third party 
Applications and Games sites that also receive income from 
profilers and advertisers. 

Market profilers maintain extensive databases about users that 
include name, age, and physical location, as well as information 
about interests and activities. They use this information to 
specifically target advertisements.  Facebook advertisers also 
use “viral advertising” - an approach that seeks to find out what 
products and services a user likes and then convince that user’s 
friends to follow his or her lead. 

Thus, the more people your child friends and the more material 
your child shares, the more information can be obtained by the 
market profilers and used by the viral advertisers. Facebook 
encourages users to add lots of friends, share lots of 
information, and “out” (disclose information) about their friends.

The primary messages your child needs to hear are to friend 
only people who are trustworthy, carefully share information 
recognizing that any information shared can easily be made 
public, and respect the privacy and feelings of friends.  

Profile information
Facebook provides a way for users to provide basic information 
about who they are. Facebook uses a consistent Profile 
Information form for all users--adults and teens. Beyond name, 
gender, and age, there is no obligation to provide this 
information. But teens are frequently compliant. If a site asks for 
information, they think it is necessary to provide this.

Teens must learn to make their own positive choices about what 
information they will provide online and to whom. Just because 
they are given the opportunity to provide information, does not 
mean they have to do so - or should do so. 

Information that is generally available on Facebook is a user’s 
name, profile picture, and gender. It is possible to register with a 
false name, post a picture of a flower, and restrict public access 
to gender information. It is also possible to reset the settings to 
not allow this information to be shared. But this is how people 
find others on Facebook and as long as the profile picture is 
safe, generally allowing this information should be safe.

Click on the Edit my Profile page:

• Basic Information

- Current City and Hometown  Generally safe to provide. Is 
helpful to allow people to find someone’s profile to make 
a friend request. 

- Gender and birthdate. Required information. Generally 
safe. Note can select not to make birthdate public. 

• Interested In and Looking For Should NOT be 
answered by teens. It is unsafe for teens to use social 
networking to seek relationships. If your child indicates 
that he or she is interested in dating or a relationship, this 
can lead others to expect that he or she will be willing to 
provide a nude image or engage in a sexual “hook-up.” 

• Political or Religious views Unfortunately, could provide the 
basis for bullying. 

• Bio and Favorite Quotations A valuable “teachable moment.” 
Discuss how this will be part of their online reputation and 
should be written in a positive manner. 

• Profile Picture Your child can post a picture of anything, but 
most post a picture of themselves, which could be seen by 
anyone on Facebook. Pick this picture carefully. 

• Relationships 

- Relationship Status Should not be completed for the 
reasons stated in Interested In and Looking For.

- Family Your family’s choice. 

• Likes and Interests This provides information for market 
profilers and advertisers. Your family’s choice. 

• Education and Work Allows people from their school to search 
for them by their name and school name. Generally safe. 

• Contact Information Your child should never provide address 
or phone numbers on a site, unless this is a secure site used 
for shopping (https://) with your permission. The electronic 
contact information is likely safe to provide. 

Privacy Settings
Every user on Facebook has a basic set of information that is 
generally shown to others, including name, profile picture (if 
they have one), gender (if they have chosen to show this), along 
with their profile address. This is necessary for people to find 
others on Facebook, and by default is made available. 

There are three basic categories of people:

• Friends are the people who a user has specifically accepted 
as a Friend. 

• Friends of Friends are the people who the people they have 
friended have accepted as a Friend. 

• What Everyone means on Facebook is conflicting. For adults, 
Everyone means the entire Internet. For minors, sometimes 
Everyone appears to mean everyone on Facebook and other 
times means only Friends, Friends of Friends, and people in 
verified Networks - which most minors are not part of. 

Access the Privacy Settings link in the pull down menu on the 
right side of the page. Then consult these entries:

Basic Directory Information A user’s name, profile picture, 
gender and networks are generally open to Everyone so they 
can be found on Facebook. This is why the selection of the 
profile picture is so important. 

• Search for me on Facebook This lets people find someone on 
Facebook by their name. This can safely be set to Everyone.

• Send me friend requests This lets people send friend 
requests. This can safely be set to Everyone, because the 
user can accept or deny a friend request.

• Send me messages This lets people who have not yet been 
accepted as a Friend send a message. This can be helpful 
because it allows users to communicate with each other to 
find out if they really are someone they know in the real world. 
If anyone abuses this feature, there is another setting that can 
be used to block the person.



• See my friend list This should be set to Friends Only. No one 
else needs to know who your child has linked with as Friends 
other than that user’s selected Friends. 

• See my education and work This will provide the name of the 
school a student attends which helps in making contact with 
other students. The Everyone setting is generally safe.

• See my current city and hometown This also helps people find 
people who they know from their community. The Everyone 
setting is generally safe.

• See my interests and other Pages Publicly sharing this 
information could lead to unwanted contact from strangers. 
Set to Friends only. 

Sharing on Facebook. Most parents and teens will consider that 
the default settings are not sufficiently safe.  The Customized 
Settings link provides greater detail and is where changes 
should be made. These are recommended settings:

• Thing I share

- Posts by me Friends Only

- Family Friends Only

- Relationships Do not respond.

- Interested in and looking for Do not respond

- Bio and favorite quotations Friends Only

- Website Most teens do not have sites, set to Friends Only.

- Religious and political views Friends Only, if provided. 

- Birthday Friends Only, if provided.

- Places I check in to Only Me (More below.)

- Include me in "People Here Now" after I check in Disable. 
(More below.)

• Things others share

- Photos and videos I'm tagged in Only me or Friends Only. 

- Can comment on posts Friends Only.

- Friends can post on my Wall Enable is likely safe, if care is 
taken in selecting Friends. 

- Can see Wall posts by friends Friends Only

- Friends can check me in to Places Disable. (More below.)

• Contact information

- Mobile phone Do not provide, but set to Only Me, just in 
case they forget. 

- Other phone Do not provide, but set to Only Me, just in 
case they forget. 

- Address Do not provide, but set to Only Me, just in case 
they forget. 

- IM screen name Friends Only. 

- Email address Friends Only. 

Applications, Games, and Websites Facebook partners with 
third party sites to provide Applications, Games and Websites. If  
a user adds a Game, Application, or Website, the user is 
specifically asked for consent to access profile information. The 
basic information, name, photo, gender, and profile address, is 
necessary to provide to use the Application, Game, or Website. 
Other profile information can be provided by consent. The 
issues related to sharing this information are related to market 
profiling. The first section of this page shows what Games, 
Applications and Websites, the user has signed up for and 
allows for all to be turned off. 

• Game and Application activity This reports on the users 
specific activity in games and applications. Users will need to 
decide whether they want to play privately or more publicly, 
and to whom they want their scores reported.

• Info accessible through your friends. This privacy setting is 
exceptionally critical to review. This section controls the kinds 
of information is available to the Application or Game website 

if any of your child’s Friends joins that Application or Game. 
You are advised to turn all of these settings off.  

• Instant personalization Lets you see relevant information 
about your friends the moment you arrive on select partner 
websites. This is a new feature. Likely the best approach is to 
not share information. 

• Public search Shows a preview of the user’s Facebook profile 
when people search using a search engine. This does not 
apply to minors, but is automatically turned on when a user 
turns 18. This public search can be turned off, which is 
something adults might want to consider.

Places
Facebook has introduced a new feature called Places. This 
feature lets users and their friends “check in” to physical 
locations using their mobile device. For older teens, this may be 
a safe way to gather with people. For younger teens, this is 
likely not safe. Additionally, unless you disable the default 
settings, any Friend can also check your child in. The steps 
noted above should have resulted in disabling the Places 
feature. But to double check, do the following:

• Access Privacy Settings page.

• Click on Customize Settings.

• Under Things I Share, find Places I check in to and change 
this default to Only Me. Below that option is Include me in 
People Here Now, uncheck Disable.

• Under Things Others Share and find Friends can check me in 
to Places and set this to Disabled.

• Go back to Privacy Settings and click Applications, Games 
and Websites. Go to the Info accessible through your friends. 
Click Edit Settings and unselect Places I've visited.

Groups
Groups is Facebook’s latest feature. It has been marketed as a 
privacy feature that will allow users to form smaller groups of 
their Friends. But it appears that the primary purpose of Groups 
is to encourage people to share more information under the 
misperception this is safer. There are some disturbing features: 

• Once a person is a member of a Group, he or she can add 
anyone else to that Group. 

• Friends can add their friends to Groups without their prior 
consent. A person must then specifically decline to continue 
their membership. 

• There are 3 kinds of groups: Open, Closed, and Secret. The 
default is Closed. This setting allows others to know there is a 
Group and to see who is members of that Group. 

Unfortunately, the only control over the features appears to be 
the ability to reset the Group to Secret. 

Tell your child to watch if someone else adds him or her to a 
Group and to make his or her own choice about this Group. If a 
Friend abuses this feature, it is best to terminate the friendship. 

• If your child forms a Group, it is likely best to set the group to 
Secret. Change the settings under Edit Group.

• If your child forms a Group or is a member of a Group, he or 
she should seek to gain the Group’s commitment not to add 
someone to the Group without the Group’s permission. 

• Advise your child to respect others and not add someone to a 
Group without that person’s permission. 

• Advise your child to look at the Group membership prior to 
posting anything in the Group to make sure no one has been 
added who your child would not want information shared with.
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